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CAN I TELL YOU A SECRET?
I’ve never received a love letter. Not even a cut-out cardboard red heart, scrawled in
crayon. I used to long for a grammatically correct, well-spelt missive that spoke of untold
passion and unreached depths of desire; alas, however, my tastes tend to run to the boorish
as opposed to the erudite of the male species. How do I disguise my lack of epistolary
affection? Do I wait out my declining years in the hope of a dashing, distinguished silver
fox, a man of letters? Ah, no. I do what any modern, young(ish) woman would do – I, the
goddess of love, become the sender rather than the receiver. Now why have I wasted time
waiting, waiting, waiting, when instead, I could have embraced the subtle art form that
is the Zulu love letter?
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I guess the only thing left to decide is who
said lucky recipient will be.

